by Vasubandhu (born in the fifth century), and then are shown with the name of 'Oso' and 'Genso' and with the detailed account for the two Merit-transf erences in ' Ojyoronchu' by Donran ( , and they in the end develope into the principle of the complete construction of relief on the religious thoughts of Shinran (1173 Shinran ( -1262 .
In this treatise, I will deal with (I) the historical developement of the thoughts about the two kinds of Merit-transference in putting its points on Donran and Shinran, (II) the religious significances of the two Merit-transf erences in putting emphasis on Donran, (III) the relation of the two Merit-transferences and the relief s of eternity and presence in Shinran.
(I)
It is Donran who used first the names of 'Oso' and 'Genso' and described the detailed account for the two Merit -transf erences. But he succeeded the original thought of the two Merit-transf erences from Vasubandhu.
-1051- (III) Shinran received subjectively the two Merit-transferences, and it is ' Hearing' that could show concretely the condition of his subjective receiving.
' Hearing' in his religious thoughts, is to hear, to be convinced the deep reason why Dharmakara had to vow his Original Vows and accomplish them. In the chapter III 'Faith' in ' Kyogyoshinsho,' there is the following sentence. Now the Sutra says that 'Hearing' is that sentient beings hear why Amitabha- ' Tathatas' are full in all innumerable world of sentient beings, they are in all the heart of multitudinous beings in the suffering ocean. It is shown in Sutra that all of the grasses, the trees and the lands will become 'Buddhas.' Tathatas let all beingss receive Amitabha's Original Vows, so that each 'receiving' in the beings has the Nature of Buddha, and the Nature of Buddha is the Nature of Dharma (dharmata),.
This Nature of Dharma is itself the Substance of Dharma (dharma-kaya). By these, one gains the relief in eternity by riding on the Power of Amitabha the two Merit-transferences, and the relief in existential presentation of being freed from this mundane world and also the relief in making up his mind to accept stately the consequence of his actions. And then one is positively able to take the part vividly in this world and to find much amusement of the Amitabha's Power in everything. (September 30. 1977) 
